
Create a streamlined assignment process via TIPWeb-IT

Quickly issue inventory to staff and students

Simplify your asset assignment process by integrating with your existing SIS, and HR Systems 

Streamline device deployment and collection with barcode technology

Assign and collect devices, all while tracking the entire history of each asset

Assign devices to staff & students quickly and easily

Efficient Check-Out/In Process

Specifically Designed for 1:1 and 
Take-Home Programs

Digitally capture inventory receipt signatures as you’re checking out devices to students and

parents

Collect signatures and capture documentation such as policies, agreements, and user compliance 

Electronic Signatures for Comprehensive Oversight

Increase accountability and asset retention by easily tracking assigned devices, fees assessed and

collected, and recorded damages

Provide invoices related to damages or optional insurance payments

Integrate with the SIS and/or cash management systems for payment obligation fulfillment

Track Fees, Fines, and Payments

Streamline Your District’s 1:1 or 

Device Take-Home Program

Distribute devices to staff and students, provide easy methods for users to submit

tickets, manage devices through their entire lifecycle, and enable education

that expands beyond the classroom.

Talk with an Inventory Expert Today 
www.hayessoft.com |  partner@hayessoft.com



For nearly 30 years, Hayes has empowered school administrators to make confident, data-driven

decisions with inventory products and services built for the unique needs of K-12. Used in over 8,000

schools, including 35 of the largest 100 districts in the country, Hayes’s inventory control solutions

impact over 8,000,000 students.

Support Your Users with an Integrated Help Desk System

Students and staff can quickly and easily submit tickets when they need help most

Tickets can be simply submitted via email or via a user-specific dashboard, whichever is easiest 

User accounts, if needed, automatically created via Google SSO or Active Directory
Tickets are triaged and routed to your techs based on your workflows 

Quickly respond to tickets with GetHelp,  so teachers, staff, and students stay focused  on
what matters – teaching and learning

User Ticket Submission

 
Integrated with TIPWeb-IT to manage the use, availability, warranty

information, funding source, and other key data

See device details about each asset while creating ticket

Access asset’s ticket or assignment history

Comprehensive Inventory Details, All in One Location

Manage Assets Throughout Their Entire Lifecycle
Track and support assets across your district with a solution that gives you 
confidence in your inventory data.

Accurately predict upcoming technology

needs for your district on an ongoing basis

Forecast upcoming tech refreshes

Comply with requirements to track

funding sources with ongoing reporting

Plan and Budget for Replacements

and Refreshes Import, track, and manage your assets all in one place

Maintain a centralized catalog of products & locations

Identify details of individual assets including warranty

information

Simplify transfers, requests, and audits (including

utilizing RFID technology)

Gain Visibility and Increase Oversight

Talk with an Inventory Expert Today 
www.hayessoft.com |  partner@hayessoft.com




